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Jan Van Reese
CHAPTER I
The Master Ship
^HERE was no great surge of pride in
the breast of Jan Van Reese. With several hundred other newcomers to West
Point, he was being conducted through the
Catacombs of the Spatials.
For the last five hundred years, since the
Year of Our^Lord 3676, in fact, there had
been a Van Reese at West Point. Every last
one of them—each a direct forebear of Jan
—had attained command of the Polestar.
Jan had never seen the Polestar.
What's
more, he didn't care whether he ever did.
He had heard three generations of Van
Reese's talk about It until he knew everything there was to know about the ship. He
could have drawn every nut and bolt of it
without a single mistake, on a big blueprint.
Jan Van Reese came of a military family,
a fighting family—but he was thoroughly
'sick of the whole business' of war. Tradition was all right, yet after five hundred
years of other people's bloodshed and Van
Reese glory, it was time a Van Reese got
tired,of the pfxifession.
Just the same, listening to the "ohs" and
"ahs" of the other plebes, he couldn't keep
down an involuntary surge of emotion that
rose cmd clogged his throat. His father,
grandfather, great-grandfather, great-greatgrandfather, a;nd their fathers, had each
walked this way before him. And each, he
must always remember, had commanded the
Polestar.
He did remember. They would
never let him forget. And remembering
maddened him.
However, what was bom in the flesh remained of the flesh. He could not keep from
thrilling to the Catacombs of the Spatials,
where all the space ships he and the other
plebes must learn to drive were housed and
tended. .
"It's like a blasted cathedral," he niuttered

disgustedly. "You'd think we were expected
to worship the things."
The instructor-guide did not hear Van
Reese. But right behind him Sam Parker,
a huge two hundred pounder with shoulders
as wide as the door of a bam, did hear. He
^caught Jan Van'Reese by the arm, whipped
him around.
"Look here, little man," he snarled. "I
don't like even a runt like you to make
cracks about the Spatials or the Point, see?
My dad went to school here and he wouldn't
take anybody's insults of these ships. He
did worship the Spatials. One of them finally killed him, ten years after he was, graduated. But that woikldn't have changed his
opinion, and it doesn't change mine. Now do
you see what these Spatials mean?"
"No, I don't see, you big lug, and get your
dirty paws off me. I reserve the right to say
what i please when I please, and I say I
don't intend to bow down and worship these
piles of metal, no matter how miraculous
you think they are. They were made by
men, and they can be destroyed by men.
Now do you get my point of view?"
"But you can't throw out an Eincient tradition," Parker protested.
(Tp H E giant plebe glowered, as if his argui i ment had settled everything.
"Every generation should make its own,"
retorted Jan Van Reese, hating the argument because he had to tilt his head back to
look up into Sam Parker's face. "Why
should I go all soft and sloppy inside just
because my ancestors happened to tread
these sacred cobblestones? You've got the
wrong guy for that."
"Don't the great heroes of the past who
graduated from here mean anything to you?
Marston, Sclave, Bordis, Crespin—and especially the long line of Van Reeses?"
"No. They did their work. They've been
oversold to the world. They were just men.
And the least of the lot, to my mind, were
the Van Reeses! The only thing they hiad
was tradition."
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"My dad swore by the last Van Reese,"
said Parker grimly. "If vou were man-size
I'd bust you one, even if they threw me right
out of the Point."
"Sometime I'll give you a chance," said
Jan Van Reese.
Excitement was stirring in him despite
himself. He was only half listening to
Parker, whose name he did not know. Regardless of his rebellion against tradition, he
could not help being impressed by the glorious hnes of the Spatials. No man could
help feeling a certain reverence for the ancient Catacombs which housed them.
The conductor, leading the way for the
straggling lines of newcomers, was droning
o£F lectures about the diflferent Spatials they
reached. Van Reese did not have to listen.
Though he had never seen them before
within their berths, he knew more about
each ship than the conductor did.
' There were space ships of all sizes and
shapes, built for all purposes. There were
the swift Ught pursuit ships, looking as ifthey could scarcely stand the destructive
lack of pressure of interstellar space.'
Without looking inside Jan could picture
the instrument panels. It seemed that be
had always known the use of every highly
complicated instrument.
He knew the buttp'ns which set the deadly
rays of dissolution into operation. Those
rays, flashing across space, passed through
everything they encountered as certainly as
did ether itself.
He knew the buttons for the rays of repulsion and attraction, and the invisibility
rays. The almost unbelievable magnetic
rays were no mystery to him. With them
-the pursuit ships, if too closely,harassed by
some interstellar enemy, could draw about
themselves a cordon of meteorites, asteroids,
or anything solid that might be floating in
space. Within the space of a heartbeat,
they could create fortresses that, with the
use of the other rays, could be rendered al.most impregnable.
Jan Van Reese knew each device so well,
it was almost as though he had actually ex. perienced all that his forebears had gone
through. It was high time, he told himself,
that a Van Reese broke with tradition. The
old boys had made their own lives. Jan Van
Reese 'had his own life to make, and he didn't
want the aid of ghosts.
[ E passed the scores of light pursuit
i ships, capable of racing the lightning.
Each pursuit ship was a little world, selfsustaining,. capable of cruising in space for
the entire lifetime of its pilot and crew;
As he noted the numbers of the various
ships, each number instantly recalled to him
the history of that ship. Calypso, for instance, No. 31, accomplished an interplanetary rescue which had excited the admiration of the Universe, seven years ago. The
Martian, No. 47, had penetrated farther into
interstellar space than any other Earth Spatial. And these were only two of a vast aggregation of light pursuit ships.
Over each ship hung a tube which was
slightly larger in circumference than the
ship itself. Van Reese did not have to be
told what those tubes were. They were the

The Three Plebes

"guns" by which the ships were launched.
They dropped down over the enormous
bulletlike ships and pressed tightly against
the floor for a split second. When they rose
again, the ship was gone—miles and miles
beyond the thinnest atmosphere of Earth.'
Those tubes were the invention of an etirly
Van Reese.
Jan' Van Reese had a furtive Understanding of his rebellion against tradition. The
early Van Reeses had done so much, he
shuddered whenever he thought of what he
had to live up to. . . .
The incredibly vast Catacombs had been
modeled along the lines of the ancient
Maginot. But of course they descended hundreds of feet deeper into the Earth and covered a considerably wider area. They represented man's greatest engineering feat,
with the possible exception of the Catacombs of the Navy, at Annapolis. That
question, like all questions arising between
the Army and the Navy, somehow never got
settled to anybody's satisfaction, because of
an ancient rivalry that nobody today really
understood.
Why should one segment of defense be
called the Navy, and the other the Army?
There was really no difference between
them, except that they were located at deferent places, and each exercised a slightly
different zone of influence. Actually there
hadn't been a Navy nor an Army, within the
meaning of the ancient terms, for two thousand years.
"And I'll bet there were Van,Reese's in
both those outfits!" Jan Van Reese muttered
disgustedly. "I'm glad there are no records
since the first Spatial War. I'd have another
thousand years of tradition to live up to."
The Catacombs were the present equivalent of. a cathedral. That place of silence
would inspire in almost any man a sense of
reverence. Dozens of generations ago, Jan's
ancestors had worshipped in places much
like this, sending up their prayers to the
Great One who had created everything. But
that old reverence for the First Cause had
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almost entirely disappeared in modern man.
In its place he had substituted ancestor worship—reverence for the things that had been
manufactured by past generations.
Jan could not deny the awe that lifted his
heart. He, too, must admire the ingenuity
of bis ancestors. But he did rebel against
the silly deification of men exactly like himself. What they had done, he could do or
undo. These ships and tubes were exactly •
what they seemed, not ideals to wWch he
must bow down. And against such perversion, he would always fight . . , ,
^ P A C E ships of all kinds. Transport
I ^ ships. Heavy-load ships, which carried
colonists to new and important discoveries.
All these ships which were Spatial fortresses
of unbelievable strength.
Each type of Spatial had its own segment
of the Catacombs, and the plebes were led
through each segment in turn. Van Reese
knev^—and resented the fact—that the Polestar was being saved for the last. It was
all part of the ritual, intended to clutch at
the throat of the newcomer, to endow him

obey, as well as^ to command, was part of
his very bloodstream. He stepped forward,
stood stifHy at attention, looking at the officer-conductor.
"
"Here, sir," he stated with military^ precision.
"Jan Van Reese, you stand in the presence of the Polestar.
That should mean
much to you, because, generations of your
family commanded it tefore they left West
Point. I know that your ambition will be to
equal their success. I ask you to stand alone
for just a moment, as an example to the
others here, to show them exactly what we
mean by tradition.
"Gentlemen, this is Jan Van Reese. I
need not tell you what the name of Van
Reese means at West Point. It is known
to every child over the age of two in the
United Nations of the West. Thank you.
Van Reese. West Point is honored to have
your generation as a candidate for Spatial
honors. Step back into formation, please."
CHAPTER II
Way for the Polestar
AN felt the back of his freckled neck redJ
, den. There was a brief spatter of ap' plause which seemed to die of its own

weight. He could feel antagonism swamp
through the Catacombs, wash at him like
flood-waters pounding a rock in midstream.
He had been exposed to view before the
plebes as though he had been stripped naked.
He had been placed on a pedestal when he
would have preferred to hide. He had been
thrust into the limelight when he would
have preferred the darkness of utter obscurity, where tradition could not find him.
"So, one of the great Van Reese's, eh?
Well, I'm Sam Parker, and I'm,not glad to
meet you. Van Reese 1 .Why couldn't you
^ teU me you were a Van Reese, before I got
sentimental about that family of yours?
You'll never be able to measure up to them,
anyhow." ,
"Pretty soft. Van Reese," said another
voice. "You can ride through the Point on
the reputations of your ancestors.. The rest
Reii
of us have to start building our own backwith all the sentiment which tradition' grounds. We'll have to take examinations,
and pass' them. You'll isimply whisper the
seemed to call for.
He wished he could tuni' and run, and password—Van Reese—into the ears of the
and you're set. I don't think I
keep 6n running, never t o come back. But mstructors,
you, Van Reese. I wouldn't even say
he was perfectly aware that he couldn't do like
much to you if Parker and I werent
that. He was the last male of his line. That that
going to be your bxmkmates. My name is
he should fail to follow in the footstepS; of V Peter Cory. And here's the fourth of our
his ancestors was unthinkable.
quartet, Jaret Cable. Look us over, and see
In two hundred years no male of Earth what three men look like."
had been less suited to that life, or looked > Jan Van Reese felt cold fury rising in him.
less like a soldier of the-Outside. He was He hadn't asked to be singled out. But he
five feet nine inches in height, weighed a looked at the three men standing around
hundred and fifty, and had a mop of red- him. Any one of them would have made
dish hair that stood up in shock the second two of Jan. Each one looked completely
after it had been brushed. Freckles covered the soldier. They were big, healthy, brawny
his entire face. But his knobby-knuckled men.
hands looked far more awkward than they
"I have no intention of asking favors of
really were.
, ^
^
' "Jan Van Reese, step forward. Out of you cretins," he retorted. "Nor of riding'
home on the family name. I don't even want
formation, please."
to be here, but I can't help it. What I can
I t was natural for Van to obey commands, help,
though, is having to talk to lumps of
without eveii giving them a thought. To 90 '
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bone and muscle,"
He turned his back on them as the voice
of the conductor droned on.
"The next step in your endoctrination will
be a brief flight into space aboard the Polestar. According to tradition, each new Van
Reese takes the bridge for the first flight.
But he does not command the ship until he
has earned his command. Naturally Jan
Van Reese will not fail to make the grade
that each Van Reese has easily reached.
Candidates, embark!"
Jan looked up at the mighty Polestar.
For just an instant all his ancestors must
have looked through his eyes with him. He
felt tears of pride sting and mist his vision.
His. heart sprang to life with great thumps
that shook his chest. More than anything
in life, he wanted to win the command or
that Spatial. But he wouldn't let them handit to him. He was going to earn it. . . .
Behind him he heard snorts of derision.
He had to fight with all his power against
whirling and attacking them for their unfairness. But he conquered the foolish urge.
He already had.enough to fight.

the efifects of acceleration and deceleration
were neutralized by some means which Van
Reese did not yet know. That secret had
not been passed on to him because only a
graduate was allowed to possess it.
The Polesiai-' seemed to hang motionless
in space. Only a whining hum throughout
the ship indicated that she was in motion.
But one had only to look into the outside
televisor to see the Earth speed away, become a great disc, a ball, then swiftly and
amazingly grow smaller and smaller.
All around the Polestar, but at a respectable distance, flew pursuit ships. Jan Van
Reese noted them, and was amazed at their
number. He gasped as he remembered
something that suddenly assumed tremendous signiflcance. . . .

f r p H E Polestar ne-vtr left her berth withi l out the fullest possible protection
against any contingency. The eyes of the
planets nearest Earth were forever trained
on West Point, watching for the Polestar
to emerge. Plans were constar^tly being laid
for capturing or destroying her. For that
reason, the pursuit ships ringed her around
I T H several officials of the Point, and with their invisible lines of force, guarding
the conductor, Jan stood on the bridge her with their rays of dissolution and rays
of the mighty Polestar.
In the televisor of repulsion. They were ready at all times
panel he could see every part of the famous to bring their strongest armament into play.
old ship. But old though it was, it had never
Loss of the Polestar by capture or debeen equaled by the Spatial builders of the struction would be a tremendous blow. She
nation. The men who constructed the great was tradition, a symbol of power and suship had made one mighty effort and then periority.
stopped.
, • •
Jan Van Reese, at twenty, had the courThe Polestar was the envy of every na- tesy of the bridge. That it was by reason
tion, of every known world in space. It had only of the great name he bore, he knew
everything. Despite its size, it possessed the very well—and resented it with all his being.
speed of a light pursuit. It had an ease of
It wasn't fair to be placed on a pedestal.
maneuverability beyond compare, plus every He had the handicap of his small size to
accommodation for creature comforts. overcome. That would have been enough.
Though it was the greatest interstellar flyBut it was awesomely thrilling to be on
ing fortress, that fact was not immediately the bridge, shooting put into space, and preapparent.
tending that he was in command.
So deftly had i t s hull been constructed.
He peered into the televisor panel which
that only the expert could tell at a keen showed him the interior of the Polestar.
glance just how thick it was. Nor did any- He located each of the plebes at their posts.
one not in a position to know realize that In each case, the newcomers were close to
the shell wa's honeycombed with compart- members of the regular crew of the Spatial.
ments. In each comparttnent, though, was Among the self-consciously proud candilodged 'a Spatial torpedo, which was a pur- dates he saw Parker the belligerent, Cory
suit ship, capable of bearing death and de- the cynic. Cable the naturally critical-ofstruction wherever it was guided by its pi- everything.
lot and crew of one. A few of those torAs he scrutinized' his bunkmates, each
pedoes had even made great names for them- seemed to feel the burning of his eyes.
selves, when flown by the sophomore heroes They turned and glared at him. He knew
of West_ Point. According to tradition, what they were grinily and silently thinkWest Pointers entered contemporary wars ing. He was riding to glory on the strength
in their second year of study.
of his great name.
The launching into space was an almost
He wished it were possible for him really
unnoticeable event. The greatest tube of
to issue commands. He would order all
all simply lowered over the Polestar and three to the bridge, and set them tasks which
clung to the floor tightly. The lines of force would underline the momentary difference
exerted by a given planet were concentrated between their position. But that would
in the funnel thus formed.
simply have proved their infuriating taunt.
By means of a central rotar, this force was He would have had to fight four long years
fed through the center of the Polestar. The of constant mockery, and he knew his fiery,
great ship would ride out into space like a temper would make him do something that
spider on an invisible web.
would cause his expulsion. The whole situAn official pressed the button which con- ation was not his fault. Somehow he had to
centrated the lines of force from the Moon prove how much he hated it—and he knew
into the tube. Abruptly the Polestar shot he couldn't. He loved the sense of power
too much.
forth into space.
There was no sensation of great speed, for
"Your dad went through it. Van Reese,
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land your grandfather," Commander Dartt
Lovett, senior o£Bcer present, said quietly.
"Every son of a famous man must overcome
some antagonism. The son of an entire line
of famous men has even mbre to contend
with. And in the case of the Van Reeses,
it grows more difficult with every generation. Can you take it?"
"I don't see any choice offered me," Jan
replied without emotion.
As though he had done it all his life, Jan
checked the .instrument panel, at the same
tiine keeping in communication with every
part of the ship. His lips silently formed
the commands he would have given had he
actually possessed the authority. He could
not restrain his eagerness for the day when
he would assume command. If only he
could drive from his mind the sneers of the
three men with whom he must spend the
next four years. . . .

g:uess what it would mean to be bombarded
m space by meteors traveling almost at the
speed of light They would crash through
even the hull of the Polestar, as though it
had been" made of tissue paper.
What was Lovett going to do about it?
CHAPTER I I I
Attack in Space
H E face of the commander was white
as death. His eyes slitted narrowly as
T
he looked into the televisor panel. Eagerly

they returned his calm scrutiny, the officers
and crew, and even the Plebes who. were
making their maiden voyage on the Polestar. Despite their confidence, it was ob•vious that responsibility rested with frightful weight on his shoulders.
Jan Van Reese felt his heart sink into his
boots. There was no place here for a com| A N heard a slight whistling sound in one mander who had the slightest doubt of the
of the channels by which the pursuit strategy to pursue.
ships in escort communicated with the •
Lovett's first order revealed the fact that
mother ship."'Commander Lovett answered he knew the whole formation was threatthe signal The -voice of the captain of a ened 'with terror from space. I t sent every
pursuit ship, far out from the'Poiesfar, came extra officer off the bridge to reinforce the
crisply into the bridge, as distinct as though officers at other positions throughout the
the officer out in space had been there in Polestar.
Jan knew it was also meant to
person.
cut the personnel on the bridge to a mini"We have detected warning vibrations mum. The bridge was more exposed than
from the direction of Mars, sir. But no any other part of the ship—
, enemy Spatials have been sighted. The
Lovett snapped another command into the
phenomenon is mystifying. Martians have main tube, communicating with the comalways been the most envious of our pos- manders of the entire,convoy.
session of the Polestar.
"Every ship for itself! Control of the
Commander Lovett hesitated v for a mo- meteors appears to be one of general direcment. Glancing at his taut face, Jan'felt his tion only. They cannot be altered in their
heart sink. The situation looked, myste- course individually.'^ Therefore you have a
riously dangerous.
, ^
chance. Each of you, oh his o'wn, can ma"Hold your course until there is some- neuver to safety. They will concentrate on
the Polestar!"
thing further to report," Lovett said.
Watching through the panels, Jan Van
There was a pause for a moment. Jan
.Van Reese felt his excitement rising to fever Reese saw the pursuits scatter at terrific
speed, to escape the plunging approach of
pitch, as though all the dead enthusiasms of
his ancestors wer,e being concentrated in the meteors.' This was the one disaster from
him. He forgot even the antagonism of his which^ they could not protect the Polestar.
bunkmates, as he waited for the next report Against enemy Spatials, they could fight to
from space. It came in a high, tense voice. > the last man. But rays andv bravery could
"A swarm of meteors is heading this way, have no effect on a swarm, of unfeeling mesir. They seem to be under control of some teors.
A great calmness settled over_ Jan Van
sort. The •vibrations indicate—"
"l know what they indicate," snapped Reese, though inside he seethed ,vyith excite- ,
Lovett. He whirle°d to Jan Van Reese, ad- ment. His father had told him hundreds of
dressing him as though the plebe were his stories about battles in space. There was
equal in authority. "What do you make of feverish grandeur and unholy glory iii
smashing back an attack by enemies of init?"
"My guess, sir?" said Jan excitedly. 'I telligence. Against them one had a chance.
But it was horror beyond belief to be atbelieve the Martians are afraid to attack us
directly. By some mechanical means they tacked by insensate matter. Against it there
have probably gathered all meteors within could be no defense. Its destruction settled
their zone of influence, emd intend bom- nothing, did not even save the ship attacked.
Now Jan Van Reese could actually see the
barding us with them."
"It's never been done before," muttered meteors. From this distance, they resemLovett. "But we could do it ourselves, with bled a vast swarm of bees. He imagined he
the means we already have at our disposal. could almost hear them buzzing. They were
The Martians are not far behind us in phys- so close together that there seemed to be no
way of getting through them.
ical and mechanical evolution."
Abruptly they covered almost all of space.
Again came the voice from the Point purAnd still they spread out as they apsuit.
. , ' ,
proached. But even then they did not draw
"Meteors, sir! T h e / r e commgfaster than farther apart. Nothing could escape them.
we can travel! They will smash into us be- They outraced even the swift Pursuit Spafore we can return to our stations!"
>tials, though they flashed through space at
Jan Van Reese listened intently, trying to
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a speed near that of light. In seconds the
area would be a tumble of metal junk,
smashed rock, floating blobs of flesh—
"They might be sacrificing the Polestar,"
thought Van Reese. "Destroying it would
probably seem better than not owning it.
If I were in command, I'd form a spearhead of pursuits. It'd be worth it to sacrifice every last one of them to protect the
Polestar."

tory on Earth were the product of apparent
ruthlessness, seeming indifference to the
loss^of human life. And while this was not
yet war, it amounted to the same thing.
Death and destruction would .follow in the
wake of the meteors. Even enemy Spatials would not be so dangerous.
TAN VAN R E E S E felt intense admira-

QQ^tion for the Martians who must have

flung these meteors at the Polestar.
That
I ' S ' t h e thought came he was tempted to was exactly what he might have done, had
/
pass it on to Lovett But the habit of the situations been reversed. He felt overobedience had been too well ingrained in whelming respect for an enemy who did
him. He kept silent. The same thought not expose himself, did not endanger the
should have occurred to the commander of lives of his own men. One day, he thought,
some •, pursuit, or to . some junior officer he would consider it an honor to lead Spaaboard the Polestar. He could see nothing tial forces against the Martians.
wrong with the idea. It certainly would be
When that day came, when he commanded
better than abandoning the pride of West the Polestar. . . .
Point. But should he offer his idea to ' "Well, Van Reese," repeated Lovett, "if
Lovett?
you were in my place, would you order the
"Never suggest anything to a superior," pursuits to protect the Polestar at all
his father had often told him. "Wait for costs?"
him to ask for a suggestion. Then give it in
"Before 1 answer you, is there a chance to
such a way that he will think it is his own run for it? Can we escape them by returnidea. Otherwise, if he pays any attention at ing at terminal velocity to West Point?"
all, he'll snap that your job is obedience. So
No. The best armor of the Polestar is
you'll probably get hell besides having your forward. The meteors will inevitably overidea stolen."
take us. We hayen't much of a chance by
He was a plebe. Even though he was de- facing them. But by turning our back, we'll
scended from a long line of Polestar com- have none at all. The only thing we can do
manders, he had no right to suggest' military is head right into them and trust to luck to
strategy to a man who had been given com- get through."
mand of the ship. But everybody was ex"Then I must answer your question as I
cited. Even Lovett showed the strain of see it. Yes, I would order the pursuits to
incredible tension. Wouldn't that normal meet the meteors ahead of us—turning loose
agitation excuse his presumption?
on them every available weapon of destruc"Commander Lovett," he said, making tion. The pursuits can get close together, ,
certain that his voice did not go out over and use their rays of dissolution to their'
the communication system to the rest of the fullest extent. In that way they might blast
ship. "There is the possibility that we are a path for us through their midst. But no
matter how many pursuits we lost, regardmaldng a mistake."
Disapproval tightened the face of Lovett. less of the number of men it would take, I'd
But he did not let it show in his calm, re- order the pursuits into position!"
strained voice.
Lovett stared at Van Reese as though he
"Mistake, Van Reese? In what way?"
were some strange sort of animal. He
"The Polestar is being left at the mercy seemed unable to believe that any human
of the meteors, sir. Its loss will outweigh being could so calmly plan something, even
the safety of every pursuit in the escort. in tiieory, which could result in such treOur convoy of pursuits is really a small per- mendous loss of human life.
centage of those stationed at West Point.
"It would be mass murder, Van Reese,"
If we were to form a spearhead of pur- he said coldly.
suits—"
"To issue a simple command, sir?" asked
"Then," said Lovett quietly, "we would, Van Reese. His heart was hammering with /
be throwing away the lives of everybody in wild excitement. He had noted that Lovett,
the pursuits composing the spearhead of de- gripped in the horror of the moment, was .
fense. In my place, would you deliberately standing right beside the tube which shot
make such a sacrifice of human lives?"
out messages to the pursuits. "It would be
Jan's heart became a stone in his breast. so simple, sir. What would one have to say,
He thought with horror of the result, if his to change the whole situation?"
suggestion were to be ' carried out. He
"Formation against attack by meteor
would be responsible for the death of hun- swarm! Pursuits in tight spearhead! Atdreds of men. Could he face that frightful tack!"
responsibility if he had been the man to give
Van Reese fell back a step, pale despite
that dread order? He thought more swiftly his triumph. Lovett had not noticed yet,
and deeply than he had ever had to think but the message had gone out.
before.
The Pursuits were returning, swinging
Balanced against^'the Polestar, none or all back under the meteors at their maximum
of the pursuits mattered in the slightest. speed. Their rays of dissolution were alThe guilt complex of the one issuing the ready in operation.
command had no bearing. A.government
Lovett did not notice until he saw the
could not be concerned with the squeamish- mad excitement in the face of Van Reese.
ness of a commander.
Jan was studying the panel which mapped
The great martial names of all past his- the vast segment of space where the issue
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would be decided.
,
Lovett whirled, started to shout into the
tube again.
But he was too late. The vanguard of the'
meteors swarmed aroimd the whole formation. Space was filled with enormous projectiles such as man had never before used
against man.
Lovett's hand went to his heart. His face
grew pale as death. He sank to his knees
beside the control panel—^leaving Van Reese
alone on the bridge!
CHAPTER IV
Strange Coventry

hands on the controls—and reverse the
Polestar as he fell? After all, something of
the sort happened to Lovett."
"Lovett isn't saying anything. He is k
man of the highest honor. There are rumors of a trick that was played on him by
Van Reese."
Van Reese kept his eyes,closed, but^he
felt his heart go cold. They thought he was
still unconscious, and were discussing him
as though he were not present.
But were they sure he was unconscious?
Or was he meant to hear? He could not believe this possible. His family had convinced him, all his life, that no graduate of
the Point could conceivably do anything
small or mean. And he was just as certain
now as he had been when he had • tricked
Lovett, that-he had done the right thing.

TfAN looked ahead. For the moment, the
« ^ pursuits were holding their own. Their
rays were Veducing hundreds of the meteors to dust. But where one huge tumbling
AN REESE made up his mind. He
boulder was destroyed, there were scores to
moaned a little, twisted on the bed, tried
'take its place.
'
'
'
to lift his arms. He behaved as he would
Stiddenly Jan understood. No time could have' in returning to consciousness. Then
be given for reports to be sent from the pur- he opened his eyes, looked wildly about him.
suits. But he knew they were trying to
"Where's Commander Lovett? How is
cover the retreat of the Polestar. . . .
he? What happened? Were many of the
Jan Van Reese, commanding by the grace pursuits' destroyed? What has the comof good or evil fortune, reversed the Pole- mander reported? Did the Polestar return
' staPs course. He shot her back toward her unharmed?"
berth at swiftly rising speed—speed which
"The Polestar is safely in her berth," said
rose to terminal velocity before the end. Remsen coldly. "Thanks to the fact that
Behind him the pursuits fought on. Some she ran away. Her equipment, had she reof them were struck, to vanish into nothing- mained, would have made it possible for her
ness. Jan went sick each time he saw this to have saved dozens of the pursuits. Instead, they were smashed; destroyed' by "the
happen. But he felt he had been right.
And then, abruptly, the Polestar was meteor swarm." '
dancing, bucking, in a maelstrom stirred up
"But the Polestar was filled with plebes,"
by the meteors. Something happened, some Jan Van Reese protested.
shock which he could not understand or, ex'They were not children.^ They came to
plain.^
West Point to become soldiers. Their lack
Jan himself went out like a light. He did of training does v not matter. They knew,
not know when subordinates of Lovett when •they came, that their lives might be
reached the bridge, to regain control of the endangered. They certainly expected danger when they were to become regulars."
Polestar.
"Then," said Jan calmly, "it was a mistake
He fell into darkness with the feeling that
the trick he had played had been justified. for the Polestar to turn back?"
"I am a doctor, not a tactician," retorted
What others would think he had no way,
Remsen. "I don't know. I only know what
of knowing. . '. .
\^
Biit when Jan Van Reese slowly regained the general concensus is at the Point. Whoconsciousness, he knew he had begun his ever turned the Polestar back, did a cowcareer at West Point with abject failure, in ardly thing. By the time someone in real
the eyes of his fellows. None of them knew authority reached the bridge, it was too late
what a born cornmander would have done to do' anything but continue''the terminal
in the same situation. But that did not alter velocity dive."
Jan's heart was a cold stone in his breast.
matters at all.
When he heard voices, something inside He suddenly realized what all this inight
\^
him warned him not to open his eyes. He mean to him.
"Am I all right now?" he asked tonelessly.
knew by the odor of disinfectant that he Was
"May I go to my quarters?"
in the West Point hospital.
The two doctors exchanged glances.
"It's a disgrace to the Point and to the
great name of Van Reese," said one voice. Remsen nodded curtly. Jan rose from the
"What the hell's wrong with this latest Van bed. He couldn't have been unconscious
Reese? When Lovett was knocked out, long, for his clotWng hadn't been removed.
He stalked from the,Infirmary without a
something had to be done, even before the
second in command could reach the bridge. woird of thanks, without looking back. As
But Van Reese cut out and ran for home! he traversed the main hall, he saw his reHe left the pursuits to hold back the meteor flection in a huge mirror. For some reason
swarm. They did it heroically, and the he felt smaller of stature than he had ever
Polestar was saved. But just think of the seemed. His reddish hair was more unkempt than ever before. His freckles were
tremendous loss of prestige!"
"Are you quite sure, Doctor Remsen, said' pale with shock, but still plentiful.
He glared at himself, as at something rea second voice, "that it wasn't an accident?
Van Reese was left in command for a mo- pulsive. But he noticed one thing. There
ment Didn't he lose consciousness with his was a new stubborn set to his chin. Maybe
94
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Space was filled with enormous projectiles such as man had never seen before

he really had something,^ hidden away under fighting against such absurd obstacles ^as
the unwanted red hair, the turkey-egg ' having red hair, and being a runt. He'd had
freckles.
to combat these physical handicaps all his
His shoulders squared involuntarily as he life. Fighting another ridiculous ostracism
strode from the hospital. Outside the door couldn't even affect his loneliness. He had
he ran abruptly into half a dozen cadets, been so lonely, ever since childhood, that
who looked smart in their uniforms. One of he no longer noticed the fact that nobody.
them started to speak to him, already had wanted to befriend him.
But he wished it had been something he
his mouth open. But someone nudged him,
and all six turned their backs casually, as could have fought physically. He couldn't,
though by accident. Jan's lips piu-sed. He though. Bigger men shied off from him
either because they were afraid of being
had to find out about this.
"Can one of you gentlemen direct me to beaten by a smaller man, or they did not
my quarters? I bunk with Parker, Cory and want to be accused of picking on one. Fists
and fighting were out, if he were to beat this
Cable. I'm Jan Van Reese."
weird Coventry. He couldn't whip all West
HEY, started talking among themselves Point. Even if he could, he could not force
about some game or other that was to it to talk to him.
be played in a month or so. If they heaird
As always, he had to rely on his brains.
him, they gave no sign whatever. Those He had constantly needed more than his
severe backs were walls past which he could share of intelligence to surmount past obnot go. They had shut him out completely. stacles'. The fact that he was at the Point
He knew without a question that he could at such an early age proved it. Few boys
expect the same treatment from the rest of so young had ever entered the Point and
the Point.
those few had been Van Reeses, of course.
But he did not feel despondent, though he
It had to be a test of intelligence, though
had every right to do so. Here was some- he knew it would not be entirely satisfacthing to fight, and be was accustomed to tory. Youth placed far less premium on
95
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brains than on physical prowess. Well,
there was something of that in his action,
too. He had faced danger without shrink, ing. Turning tail on the pursuits, knowing
that.he had condemned them to inevitable
death, had taken courage of the highest sort.
He knew he had acted correctly, the way the
old 'Van Reeses would have done.
But he hoped his mother would not hear
of his heroism. If she heard of it from anyone but himself, it would indicate the Point's
reaction. And he would not tell her, for no
Van Reese had ever boasted.
He found his way to his quarters quite
easily. He saw the biroad back of Sam
Parker turn into the path ahead of him, assumed that Parker was going to their quarters. So he followed him grimly.
As he passed group after group of cadets,
their backs turned on him. But there- was
no interruption of conversations. . Even
when the conversation was about him, they
did not lower their voices at all. They all
acted exactly as though he did not exist. '
"I can't believe that a Van Reese vvould
show the white feather! But you can't argue about it. Everybody knows that he cut ,
and run!"
"They say he tricked Lovett into sending
out advance guards of pursuit planes, against
the meteor swarm. Nobody can be sure,
and Lovett caii't say anything. He has to
take responsibility for everytlung that happened while he was in command. Van Reese
would know that, of course, with his niili-i
tary background. So Van Reese accomplished whatever he wanted to with his
trick. He' couldn't be blamed for it—and
he won't."

my sen, my son!"
Never, this side of the grave, would he
forget that recorded scene. Her face was
always so tired, for most of her life she had
lived in the oppressive shadow of traidition.
Jan's father treated her practically as though
she were a soldier in his command. If there
had been any real tenderness in him, Jan
could not remeniber it.
He lowered the case to the table.
"He'd better go back to his mother,"
stated Sam Parker. "Fact is, if be doesn't,
he should be forced to!"
"Yes, and start playing with /toys .that
can't hurt him," said Cory. "He's not big
enough for the. Point, moraUy or physically." '
' ^
"And he ought to lock himself in his nursery," added Cable.
'' Jan Van Reese heard himself replying, apparently through no volition of his own.
"Sorry, Dad's got it all wrong, Mom. I
can't come home. But don't worry about
me. Everything will be all right."
She almost smiled, as though she only
partially understood. Then her face faded
out, and dreadful loneliness descended on
Jan Van Reese. ' That loneliness, he knew,
would last for years to come. Certainly no
Van Reese of the last two' or three cen..turies had been faced with such obstacles as
lay across his path. And even his bunkmates, who were usiially exempt from the
exercise of cniel Coventry, were against him.
But what could he do?

• UMK could start with his ovsm roommates,
• aM command their respect in some way.
But how? What was the thing in which
youth most believed? He knew , exa'ctly
AN walked on, pretending that he did what it was,.for his lack of it had been solely
not hear. But the blood hammered in responsible for his lifelong ostracism.
More than anything else, youth admired
his brain and his temples throbbed. The
cards had been stacked so rapidly against physical ability. They respected anyone
who could go long hours without sleep,
him that they were unbeatable.
^
He entered his quarters directly behind work at a given task until he was ready to
Parker. Parker tossed a visigram on the drop with; exhaustion—and then work endtable. , Van Reese knew it was for him. His lessly on, past* the Kmit of endurance. Partrio of bunkmates ignored him. But he ticularly they admired one who could face
would have to open the visigram, and they the i^ravest danger conceivable without
flinching. • According to general beUef, Jan /
would hear its contents.
For a moment he felt he had to go away Van Reese had not done that.
What was Lovett waiting for? Why had
somewhere, where nobody would. hear it.
Then, with an explosive "damn!" he re- he said nothing, explained nothing of what
leased the catch of the chrome mechanism. had happened? Should Jan ask hiin? What
It looked like an ancient cigarette case and should he do? Nothing, of cotirse. Lovett
was actually a television receiver. The would send for him if he had anything to
sender-picture and' message remained static say to him. It was stalemate there. Apparently,, from all'Jan had heard, there were
while the container was closed.
,
The case opened. Instantly the masklike no charges against Lovett. In sending out
face of his mother appeared in the middle the pursuits to hold back and attempt to deof the crystal rectangle which was the mech- stroy the meteors, Lovett had done the right
anism of the case. Her white lips parted as , thing. Jan smiled to himself, remembering
she spoke to him.' Those words he would Lbvett's objections. They weren't blaming
him for strategy that was justified.
never forget.
But Jan? Well, Jan had cut and run—
"Your' father demands that you come
home. You have disgraced the family name.
CHAPTER V -^
He intends to have the records changed at
West Point so it vrill never seem that you
A Van Reese's Brains
have even registered there. Just don't answer, don't say anything. Come home without arguing. He knows all about it from WME rose from the chair beside the table
the telecasts." Her voice broke and her M S where he,had left, the visigram. He
hands sprang up to cover her eyes. "Maybe glanced down at it. As an afterthought, he
we can help you build another career. Oh, pressed the return button. Instantly the
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visigram packet vanished from sight. It ker knew about fisticuffs. Before he could
had been returned by radio control to the divine Parker's intention, the huge arms
were locked around him. The great cordstation whence it had emanated.
-It was a minor miracle, that return. Dur- like muscles constricted his body like live
ing the split-second of its return, the visi- snakes of the ancient world.
He felt his ribs give under the tremendous
gram would be invisible, capable as ether of
penetrating anything. But it would return pressure. ' The strength started to ooze out
to its proper form on receipt at the office of him again. He recalled'the momentous
incident in mid-space, when the darkness
from which it had been sent.
It was almost as though he were wiping had first begun settling.
But it did not settle so quickly now.
his family from his mindj out of his heart.
Jan's arnls were not pinned. With all his
He faced Sam Parker.
"I didn't show yellow," he said grimly. waning strength he began to smash short,
"They're all wrong about that. I cut out, choppy rights and lefts to the face of Sam
of ,course. But it was the right thing to do! Parker. His knuckles made him writhe with
I know it was. The value of the Polestar—" agony when his fists connected.
He did not realize until then that in closParker looked right through him. Jan's
lips tightened into a straight line. If ever ing his fists he had turned his thumbs in.
he was going to win his way into the good They were between his fingers and his
graces of West Pointers, he might as well palms. He must have broken both thumbs
begin right here. There was a way to prove with the first blows he had ripped at Sam /
one's courage. Not in centuries had man- Parker, without realizing it in the excitekind actually reverted to the, use of fists. ment of combat. He slipped his thumbs
from under his fingers. The movement torBut now he would.
"You know," he said with ominous calm, tured his thumbs with as much agony as
"usually a man's own bunkmates don't put the gigantic arms were filling the rest of
his body. But now he was correctly "makhim in Coventry."
ing fists."
i They refused to answer him.
"I'm going to have some consideration
He realized it when he continued sending
from you fellows while I'm in the same those short, choppy rights and lefts to, Parquarters with you. I don't care if I have to ker's bobbing head. He slashed his forearm
get my face hammered in by each one of - across Parker's nose. It had been a handyou to get it!"
some nose before. Now it was a gory
Sam Parker's lips twisted into a contemp- smear. The blood from his antagonist's nose
tuous sneer. It was then that Jan Van spattered Jan's face. Sam Parker'began to
Reese struck out. He hit him with all his gasp through his mouth. His eyes told that
power, squarely on the chin. He had to he suffered excruciatingly. But Sam came
of a tribe that would never admit agony nor
leave the floor to send the blow home.
He had learned to deliver such a blow cry out.
from the ancient diaries of the Van Reese
Faster and faster, though he could hear
family. Some of the men had been masters his ribs crack, Jan Van Reese sent in the
with their fists.
blows. Still Sam Parker clung, and even
Parker's great head went back. A look tightened his grip.
of surprise crossed his face. A trickle of
Something else had to be done. Jan slid
blood showed at the corner of his lips. The his left forearm under the other's chin. Exmouth of Cory and Cable hung open slight- erting all his power, he pushed the big man's
ly. They stared at Jan Van Reese as though head back.-' Jan's feet were off the floor.
he were committing cannibalism. But they They had been ever since Sam had caught
did not interfere, and Jan went to work on him up in those great arms. Now Jan used
Sam Parker.
all his power. Beads of sweat exuded from
With all his power, and as fast as he could his every pore. The arms began to relax
drive them home, he hammered rights and their grip.
lefts to Parker's face, torso, stomach.
Still exerting pressure with his left foreParker gasped and bent almost double. arm, Jan hammered away at the bloody head
That brought his face within easy reach of with his, right fist. And his left arm held
Jan's right. He swung it in a mighty up- the head still so it could not dodge the
percut.
blows.
To his own amazement, Parker went over
Suddenly he was free. Parker was stagbackward, hitting the floor squarely with his gering around the room, hands to his face.
head and shoulders.
•Blood was oozing between his already, gory
vPlainly, this ancient way of commanding fingers. Even as he staggered, and fought
respect had a lot 'to recommend it. But to keep back the moan's of pain. He was
there was nothing of the coward in Sam glaring at Jan Van Reese. Fury was in his
Parker. With a roar of anger he rose to eyes.
his feet, charged at Jan Van Reese.
But there was also a certain grudging,
dawning respect!
IS hands were not closed into fists. Had
they been, he could have taken Jan's
TTAN VAN R E E S E flung his small body
head off with a single smashing blow—if ^^ at Sam Parker. He hammered away,
he could have connected. But he did not never giving Parker a chance to recover, to
even try that. Instead, he sought to grasp get his legs under him. And Sam Parker, to
Jan about the middle with his tremendous his own amazement, sat down on the floor
arms.
of their quarters. He glowered up at Jan.
Jan knew as little about this instinctive, He put his palms flat on the floor, tried to
self-protective manner of fighting as Par- push himself up. He failed.
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Jan grinned at him through his own can beat you, and let it go at that. I've got
smashed lips. His mouth had accidentally more sense than Cory and. Parker."
been smashed by the forehead of Sam ParJan Van Reese grinned.
ker. Then he whirled.
^'
"Don't tell me that you're breaking my
Without warning, he flung himself at Coventry!"
Peter Cory. Cory, however, had been watch"It was broken, as far as I'm concerned,"
ing the fight with Sam Parker. He did not said Cable, "when you practically fractured
repeat Parker's mistake of trying to get his your skull against that wall, and didn't stop
huge arms about Jan Van Reese. Instead, fighting. My guess is that you're.right about
with great bludgeoning blows, he charged what happened today on the Polestar.
I
• at the_ smaller man. He had no idea of giv- think the rest of West Point is wrong."
ing him any consideration because of his
"I agree, Jan," said Sam Parker. It was
size. --He had seen what had happened to difficult to be sure what he said because his
Parker.
mouth and nose were such a mess. "Why
A vast, inner, silent shout of jubilation
you had to smear- me up like this to prove
welled up in the heart of Jan Van Reese. It, I'll never know. Only a Van Reese would
He had made a big man forget that he was have figured out a cockeyed way like this."
small!
"Of course I'm not beaten," said Peter
Jan ducked under a tremendous right Cory, quietly; "and I'm not quitting. No
swing that might well have killed him. Peter Cory ever quits—very often. But I'm in^ Cory, responding to some inner fighting clined to fall, in with what your bunkmates
' urge of a long-vanished ancestor, brought say, and stand by you against the Point. It
his fist back.' The back of his.right hand looks as though there were going to be a
landed flush oh the temple of Jan Van great many broken noses around here,, be- •
Reese. Jan was picked off his feef as though I fore the question of Jan's courage is settled'
he had been a feather. He did not lose to everybody's satisfaction. Some of the
consciousness. He sailed through the air noses will probably be mine, but I suppose
toward a wall of the room.
I can even get to like it. It'll be worth it,
Instinctively he did the only thing that anyhow."
/would prevent him from getting a broken
~ :
C H A P T E R VI
neck. He flung his hands out ahead of him,
like a diver" preparing to cleave the water.
. His hands struck flat against the wall. His
Broken Prison
arms seemed to have been driven into his
body. But, despite that attempt at braking,' ^ WARM glow suffused the heart of Jan "
his head smashed against the wall with stun- ^ ^ Van Reese. He had won his spurs, at
ning, blinding force. He sprawled limply. least in his own quarters, with his fists. But
Peter Cory stood over him, merciless, Van Reese brains had dictated the method.
peering down. His face was working with Brains, rather than brawn, had won for him,
;as brains always had. But he had also done
rage.
Want some more. Van Reese? Come pretty well in physical prowess.
after me again like that and I'll kilKyou!''
"Let's sort of reach an ^agreement," said
"Sorry," Jan mumbled through bloody Jaret Cable., "I say that beginning right
now, his pals assume the burden of Jan's
lips. "I hate to make-) a murderer out of
Coventry. Every, time we find somebody
you, but I guess I have to."
He scrambled to his knees. Cory,_ know- talking out of turn, we'll bash his head in."
"And get ourselves kicked out of the
ing nothing of ancient rules for this kind
of fighting, swimg a vicious right at his Point?" asked Cory, shaking his head. ^
" D o ' the masters of the Point have to
head.
Jan ducked under it. He grabbed at Cory's know about the fights? There is a tradition
ankles, yanked his feet from under him. The about that, too. It isn't what we do, but
big man sat down so suddenly, his teeth what we get caught doing. We won't get
rattled in his head. They clicked almost as > caught. Incidentally, i,on the w a y here after
though they had been false plates that were the landing of the Polestar, I could have
smacked a dozen noses. And how many
jarred loose.
~
an leaped to his feet To his surprise, others twitched above tempting mouths
lugh gurgled through the blood filling that blackguarded Jan Van Reese, I've no
Parker's mouth. The huge plebe's eyes wsfy of knowing. "The officers in command
were~dancing strangely in his battered face. are all against you, too, Jan. They're in'
Parker had taken a seat on one of the cots, sympathy with the Coventry the Point has
'closed around you."
where he could watch.
^
"I know, and I don't want you chaps takAN R E E S E stood over Peter Cory ing my troubles on your shoulders. It's
for a moment. Then he whirled to see enough to know you believe in me. Three ^
what part Jaret Cable was going to play. pals out of several thousand isn't a large
Jaret showed no disposition to take part in percentage, but it will have to serve as a
any fight. Instead, he was grinning like a nucleus. Around that I'll find the courage
to fight my own battles. It'll make me feel
Cheshire cat.
"I have no doubt," he said, "that I can better if I do, win or lose."
"Nix," said Sam Parker. "I've got some
smash you into the floor. I could probably
throw you through-a wall, but what's the. rights here. Wasn't I the first to get my
good of it? Besides, I'd get a broken nose face bashed in? I say, let's stick together,
trying it, from all I've seen. This nice nose four against the Point. If Jan doesn't agree,
of mine is attractive to girls. So, if you at least the three of us can handle the little
don't mind, just let us say that I know I shrimp. And Jan, if you think we're fooling.

{
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just try sonxething. You may be little, and
oh my, but we'll have no mercy."
To Jan's amazement, he felt hot tears
surge to his eyes. The others noticed, but
. j)retended not to. For an entire minute,
Jari could not say anything because of the
lump,-in his tHroat. Jaret Cable rose and started for the door.
"Where away, Jaret?" asked Sam Parker.
"Are.you in on this agreement?"
"Oh, I think I'll just take a walk around
the place and see what's doing. Maybe
there's some excitement going on that we
don't know about Anyhow, I have the only
undamaged face here."
The door swung open- when he aproached it, and closed softly behind him.
t had opened electrically when he broke
a ray of light. When passage of his body
through the ray had been completed, it had
closed.

?

H E two others sat down on the edges
T
of their cots and laughed much too
loudly. Only Jan Van Reese did not feel
like laughing. It had suddenly occurred to
him that he had really made friends of these
three big-husky lads. These boisterously
laughing giants were the first friends he had
really ever had!
I t was a good thing to have friends. It
made 'the heart glow. It made a man feel
silly, put him on the verge of tears. But it
was a good feeling, a warm, delicious sensation.
Cory and Parker stopped laughing and
tried to be serious.
"It won't be easy, Jannie," said Parker.
"When you're, marked with an L at the
Point, you have to do a lot of extra work,
to rub the smell off. Maybe even the thriee
of us can't do much about it. -In the end
it's up to you, after all."
"I said as much when we formed this
(juartet," Jan replied quietly. "I've known
it all along. But I've got you three gents,
believing in me. I can make a good try at
sending the Van Keese banner up the mast
to flutter again in the breeze of family
glory,"
At this point Jaret Cable quietly returned.
His right hand was over his mouth, but his
eyes were dancing. He took his hand away
and proudly exhibited a mouth that matched
any in the room for blood and puffiness.
"It's going to be uphill going, mates," he
mumbled. "I got myself a busted mouth
before I'd gone fifteen feet around the corner outside the hall. Did you hear a ripping, tearing sound? That was one ofi my
teeth getting knocked out. I gather from
this that the whole Point is against us. Any
friend of Jan Van Reese is cm enemy of
everybody. That sort of cements us. together, doesn't it?"
"
"Did any of the officers see you fighting?''
asked Jan anxiously.
"No. I heard a guy use the Van Reese
name in vain, just as I passed him. He
waiited me to hear it, make me show how I
felt about the mess. I grabbed him and
yjmked him behind a mulberry bush. I was
just getting ready to use the Van Reese
technique on him. What do you think he
did when I drew my fist back?"

They couldn't guess.
"He butted me m the mouth with the top
of his head! His ancestors must have been
goats. Or maybe he's from some farm in
a^ forgotten corner of the Western Nations.
I should say he was from one of the more
backward nations."
Jaret Cable grinned, unashamedly showing that one of' his front teeth actually was
miEsing.

In that ancient fashion, a four-sided
friendship was cemented. The cement was
plentifully tinged with-good red blood from
the quartet of men. But one of them still
had to prove his manhood to the rest of
the P o i n t
"I wonder," said Jan grinning, "what the
statues of the old Van Reeses will think
when the statue of a runt is erected among
them. Understand what'I mean? Nothing
less than a statue will satisfy me now! In
the beginning I would have settled for a
commission, far down the list, where the
Van Reese name would have been^lost' in
the shuffle. Now I'm but to bolster the
temporarily blotched family escutcheon." '

n

T was possible, during most of each day,
for Jan to lose himself in his studies at
the Point. Astronomy, mathematics, astrogation, gunnery) torpedo management occupied all his thoughts. There were'idozens
of subjects in which a plebe had to be letter-perfect before he could become a sophomore. Dozens more absorbed him as a
second year man, still more later.
A man had to be almost a perfect machine, physically and mathematically, before
he covdd command a Spatial of any type. .
When a man took a Spatial out, he took
with it complete responsibility for the lives
of her passengers and icrew. Dreadful, unbelievable thing^ could happen' to machines
and people out in space.
'
Students must learn reckoning to the
smallest fraction of an inch. An error in
the shooting forth of a projectile could
cause a deviation of thousands of miles by
the time it reached its objective. Spatial
flight was ah exact science. The scientist
was allowed but one mistake—invariably
his last Jan's mistake had not been his last
only because of the presence of Commander
Lovett's aides aboard the Polestai.
Jan had a great advantage over his mates,
.because his father and grandfather had
drilled him so thoroughly. He scarcely
needed to listen to lectures, or to crack a
book.
When he was asked to recite something
from the current studies, there were sneers,
scarcely suppressed, all around him. He
knew enough for the other students to consider him the instructors' p e t and he was
invariably quiet and studious. He might
have been the pet of the instructors, except
for the fact that they hated him.
But he tried to close that out of his mind.
He tutored Parker, Corjr and Cable, so that
not only himself but hjs bunkmates would'
be better than the rest of the Point.
"It will mean just as much to me, if not
to my family and to the Point" he told
them. "If one of you chaps rise to command of the Polestai, it'll be the same as
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if I'd done it myself."
"Snooty about the Polestar, after the first
flight, aren't they?" said Parker. "Plebes
get one ride in it. Then they're never allowed back in its area until their third year.
The officers must be afraid we'll steal some
secrets from it."
"No," said Jan, shaking his head. "That's
not the reason. They deliberately let us go
out in her first, then shut her away ftom
us after we have found out what a glorious
experience she is. It's, a terrific prod to
ambition. We won't be satisfied, any of
us, until we go out in her once more. And
we'd probably be unhappy until we were
attacked by Martians—this time in person."
| E T W E E N classes,^ Jan often went out
for a solitary stroll around the grounds
of the Point. A real man could never cease
to thrill at what was to be seen at all times.
The grounds were separated into areas.
Each area was allotted to a different kind
of Spatial. In the center of each area, at
ground level, was a bulletin board.. After
the student learned its intricacies, he could
see just what was happening throughout
that area, and in the sky, stratosphere and
interplanetary space ab'ove it.
Intricate, awe-inspiring things were those
boards. They were divided into three sections. The lower, section represented the
Catacombs directly under the area. It was
a blueprint showing every Spatial, every
activity, down below. By pressing a button
he could see, in miniature, everything that
transpired below.
The center of the bulletin board represented the skies as far from Earth as the
Heaviside Layer. By pressing that button,
he could see which ships were aloft. Each
ship from a given area was connected by
rem.bte radio control with the bulletijj board.
The upper third of each board, however,
was the real marvel. This represented the
de.ep reaches of solar space, and still beyond. It showed the observer the ships
on patrol. Those were the great Spatials
. that were commanded by regular officers of
the army, and manned by enlisted crews
who came of generations of soldiers. Here
was where the observer must know astronomy, in order to understand. The upper
portion of each board was a miniature
Planetarium On it one could see the Spatials from the Point cavort, almost literally,
with the stars.
That was where he would be some day—

he could glance at the nearest bulletin
board. There he could see the Spatial catapulting outward from Earth. Having located it, he could then watch for it to become visible in space.
What a glorious spectacle it was, to see
the heavens filled with the graceful, unbelievably speedy Spatials! Even when they
traveled the fastest, they seemed to be hanging in space like smaller planets. Like gorgeous jellyfish they floated in a sea of space,
with the Sun glinting on their armored sides.
The heavens were always filled vrith excitement, restless with eternal movement.
A vast area, shaped like a monstrous mushroom, was reserved for the Point. No private Spatials or stratosphere ships were allowed to fly ,over the Point at any altitude.
This invisible area, however, was carefully plotted on maps available to the public,
and patroled by retired officers of the army
in old Spatials. Outside it, one could see
the many-colored stratosphere ships and
Spatials of the world, of the United Nations
of the West. They-were like high-flying,
monstrous butterflies. The vast swarm of
them sometimes hid the light of the Sun.
While most Spatials were capable of moving • in silence, there still was an eternal
whispering in the air. Mankind had certainly advanced, become as gods, during the
last two, thousand years. He , had made
the heavens his own, out as far as Pluto.
That was as far as exploration went. But
the inhabitants of many of the planets
would never be conquered.
There was still constant warfare between
the worlds. Those wars that weire as senseless as \yars had always been—^based on
greed, jealousy, and fear. One world went
to war with another because it was afraid
that if it did not, it would be attacked by
the denizens of that world when it was not
ready.
There was a whisper of sound, inaudible
to ears tliat were not trained to detect it.
"There went Calypso Thirty-one," said
Jan to. himself.
Within two weeks after he enrolled at the
Point, he had mastered the sounds of the
ships which erupted invisibly from the many
Muzzles. Even the oldest old-timers knew
the voices of only a few. Jan Van Reese
almost knew all of them. But he had known
them, all but in fact, when he reported as
a candidate for a regular commission.

'EST P O I N T was a hive. The Spatials were queen bees, and the cadets
and their instructors were drones. The
CHAPTER VII
ground always seemed to be trembling with
activity.
,
Another Van Reese Idea
Jan Van Reese walked through all this
H E paths through the grounds were a activity when he was not on duty, and felt
labyrinth, because they must keep clear as though he were master of it all. At such
o f the Muzzles, the yawning pits from times he scarcely noticed that no one spoke
which Spatials were shot out on their er- to him, that everybody, officers and cadets,
ignored him. It was something of a disrands. '
. •
.•
It was a never-ending source of thnlls to tinction to have the officials to join the act
Jan Van Reese to walk slowly along the of Coventry against a cadet. So few students
winding ways, and hear the soft whisperings , had been so thoroughly excommunicated, he
of the countless takeoffs. Spatials left the was practically a celebrity.
JanVdid not fight openly against it. He
Muzzles so swiftly that no human eye could
see them go. But when he heard the near simply bent every effort to making a good
whisper, and felt the swift stirring of air, soldier of himself, though all the card* were
100,
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you," he said. "Or to any of us, either.
stacked against him.
Gradually his resentment gave way to a They'd worry that the suggestion came
from you. But maybe we can get around
fierce determination. He would not only
live up to family tradition and make the that. Let's have it."
Point respect him. He would make something of Jan Van Reese, over and beyond
"QAN hesitated. He knew the idea would
what his fore-bears had done for the' glory
QLJ shock them.
'
of the family.
"War is a contest. It's a game, played
After hours, the four Aspirant Spatials—
as Parker, Cory, Cable and Van Reese called I with the lives of men at stake. Therefore
it's absurd. Yet for millions of years men '
themselves—left their quarters.
They
walked about the grounds, within the limits have found no other way to settle their
prescribed by regulations. They were quite differences. What would happen if we were
belligerent about it, too. Marching four to find such a way?"
. "And fill the Universe with peace?" snortabreast, they plainly did not intend to make
ed Cory. "What would become of places
way for anyone.
like West Point? We thrive on war. If
Now and again, when there were no ofthere is no more war, we're out of jobs.
ficers within sight, other cadets challenged
We'll have to find work!"
them. Many swift, bloodv battles with fist
"Well, it won't happen in our time, but
and skull were fought, without a word being
said. Not even in the heat of savage give- we can make a start. In place of war, I sugand-take would the cadets break Coventry. gest a new game."
They had agreed not to talk to Jan Van
"A game? What are you driving at?"
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Reese, and nothing could induce them to
break the tacit agreement.
Eventually it became trying on the nerves
of everyone. But by that time Jan had decided on a campaign of his own. He took
his mates into his confidence.
"The Polestar is our answer," he' said.
"The poor old gal doesn't dare poke her
nose up through the Heaviside Layer without the Spatials of other planets taking a
crack at her. As long as we have her, she
is a liability. The other worlds are jealous
because they know that while she exists, we
can threaten to send her out—properly escorted of course.
"If we can get her close enough for her
torpedoes to be loosed, she can capture a
planet almost single-handed. She'll always
be the cause of bitterness. Well, I have an
idea that might change her from a terrific
liability to a huge asset.- All I have to do
is get the big shots to listen to me.
Sam Parker grinned.
"I can just imagine them listening, to

"Well, call it interplanetary football if you
like. Any of you chaps ever hear of football? Of course not. You're uniformly
rotten in ancient history. Well, it was a
game that was played regularly between rival school teams, thousands of years ago.
The opposing teams almost killed each
other to push a bladder over a white line,
or to kick it between a couple of poles with
a cross-bar near the top. It must have been
dull, but old records' indicate that people
who watched got terribly excited and yelled
themselves hoarse. I propose a variation
of that."
. "But where does the Polestar fit in?"
"She's the prize, or rather her sister ship
is. Wje will award a set of plans for the
construction of a sister ship to the winner.
If any team from any planet can win three
times in a row, ownership of the plans—
and a potential Polestar—passes to that
planet. Theoretically it becomes equally
powerful with us in the Solar System. Of
.course, I don't think anybody will ever win
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from us thriee times in a row.
"Afterward, if some planet does win, it
can lose the new ship if another planet wins
three times in a row. By that time, in ail
probability, we will have built a Spatial
which will be a vast improvement on the
Polestar, and it won't nianer. Yes, I know
that's sacrilege!"
"I don't follow," said Parker, plainly mystified.
"All right," said Jan. "I'll explain football as well as I can."
A football fan of 1940 would have writhed
with outrage' on hearing the explanation,
but Jan stated the general idea of the game
well enough for his purpose.
When he had finished. Cable immediately
spoke ironically.
"
"So we play football-in space, with the
Polestar apparaitly serving as the coveted
prize. That's a great idea, all right. We
simply fly the crowd out.to a given spot
in space. Then eleven players from the opposing planets step out into space and kick
a ball back and iorth."

said. "I'll get somebody."
"And I'll get somebody else," Cable added.
"I'll forge somebody's name as a last resort," said Parker. "The suggestion is
damned good. Even if the guy whose name
is on it never heard of it, he will agree that
it's his own-idea. But I don't suppose he'd
care to be questioned much about it."
"Good. Then let's get started."
Next morning, on the desk of the commandant, among other suggestions, was the
briefly stated plan' that Earth challenge
Mars to a game of "Asteroid." Rules of the
game were set down, and the suggestion
that the Polestar's construction plans be the
prize for the three-time winner. The winner should be best three out of five games.
"A lot can happen in a five game series,"
said Jan, grinning, when the first whisper of
it got out. "Between such doughty opponents as Earthmen and Martians, it may
even be more exciting than an undeclared
war!"
CHAPTER VIII

Give and Take of Battle
f ^ H A T would have stopped a weaker
M. man, but Jan explained patiently.
I T H the speed of wildfire the idea
"No, this ball will be too big to kick. It
caught every imagination. There was
won't be a ball in the accepted meaning of
nothing more boring than peacetime manthe term. It will be an asteroid. The team euvers. A game which had all the aspects
members will be pursuit Spatials, eleven on of war, without its deadly dangers, appealed
a side. You see, we never seem to get away to West Pointers. It appealed almost as
from tradition. Let's say that Earth—which much to the peoples of Earth.
in this instance means West Point—opposes
• Within two weeks after the suggestion
the Martians. Then Earth becomes one had been handed in, a memorandum of it
goal, Mars the "other. The referee shunts was posted on all bulletin boards save those
an asteroid into space, midway between assigned to' the various Spatial areas. West
Earth and Mars. The Spatials may have Point got pretty excited about it.
crews of any size they likej so long as there
It was cold comfort for Jan Van Reese to
are only eleven Spatials on either side in know this. Nobody but his bunkmates knew
the game at a given moment.
whence the idea had ireally emanated, and he
"They start the ^ame. If Earthmen can . had sworn them to secrecy. Often they
force the asteroid into contact with Mars, heard nasty remarks to the effect that it
that constitutes a goal. If Martians can didn't seem possible that such a brilliant
force the asteroid into contact vrith Earth, proposal could have come from anybody but
that's a goal. The winner, at a given mo- a Van Reese.
ment after a set number of periods, has one •
Plainly, the consensus seemed to be, the
leg on the cup, which is the ship's plans." Van Reese name was not being covered
It's utterly crazy," said Cory. "How are with glory in this generation.
we to trust people from the other planets
By permission of the General President
ito play square?"
of Nations of the West, the commandant is"That's just it," replied Jan. "We can't sued challenges to the military of other
trust them. But we can interest the Uni- planets. The result made Earth recoil with
verse in the sport. Crowds, fleets, armadas / amazement. The whole proposition was reof Spatials, will gather to watch. If they garded with the utmost suspicion.
• '
""What
try anything, we have all our enemies to- sort of trick was Earth planning now? Had
gether. If they don't, wre'U give them les- it become too decadent to depend on war
sons in sportsmanship which would be-good to settle its differences? .
for every planet concerned. If we all ha<i it,
The whole idea was exciting enough. But
there would be no need for war."
it should have been a ganie between rival
"All right," said Cable. "Where do we go Earth schools, for instance, not a challenge
from here? How' do we get this idea start- flung at the outer worlds. It hadn't even
been done in the usual diplomatic fashion,
ed?"
"Simply drop detailed suggestions m the in veiled language. The challenge simply
general suggestion box. We'll have to have broached the suggestion bluntly.
them signed by someone who doesn't belong
to this bunkhouse, or the big shots will susWe challenge you to a game of Asteroid, rules herepect that the suggestions come from me. with transmitted by radio, with our Polestar's construction
plans as the prize for three consecutive wins.
Now, taking into, consideration the fact' that
nobody is speaking to us, how do we get
Pluto, far out; was the first to answer.
someone else to drop the suggestion and
She would prefer to see how the game was
start things moving?"
"I haven't been fighting everybody the played a few times, before committing herlast few .weeks just to learn nothmg," Cory self. The suggestion of the formation of a
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Conference, which she might or might not
join, came from the most distant planet.
Uranus said that she found the idea interesting, but she would prefer to await
some expression from Saturn, Mars and
Jupiter. Saturn remained silent.
Jupiter accepted the challenge provisionally. She said that if, by common consent,
• peace could be maintained for a period of
one year, she could take that as proof that
games could be played in more or less
friendly fashion. In that highly desirable,
but unexpected event she would send a
plenipotentiary to discuss the matter.
The answer of Mars was blunt, and to
the point. It caused the faces of the West
Pointers to go gray and then red with fury.

proceed at D Hour to the theater of battle
m space. . . ."
Thus quickly were wars brought abput in
4176 A.D. Jan Van Reese held his breath, .
waiting to hear his own assignment. His
heart hammered with excitement when he
was assigned to fhe Polestai.
'Perhaps it was accident, perhaps design.
It might have been that the officials saw fit,
in an emergency, to disregard cadet punishment in favor of placing the most efficient
men in strategic positions. Parker, Cory
and Cable also went to the Polestar.

A GAIN Van Reese found himself on the
i i - i greatest of Spatials. But when formation was broken, after the commandant's
talk. Van Reese faced the commandant.
It is interesting "to note that Earth is becoming
Standing stiffly at attention, he saluted" and
increasingly fearful of.her chances in any armed conspoke quietly.
flict with Mars, greatest of the planets. That she now
"Van Reese, sir, requests permission to
proposes harmless games to settle differences is proof
enough of that. For our own part, we have no fear
speak with the commandant.
that we would be unable to defeat her at anything,
'!A11 right, Van Reese, what is it? Talk
but the whole idea seems fearful. Why not, instead,
fast. We can't waste time vnth trivialities.'" •
settle everything, once and for all, in a pitched battle
in space?
"I proposed the game of Asteroid, sir. If
I t s a far more definite thing for a winner to throw
any blame attaches to anyone, it should rest
the loser back, broken and' beaten, onto his own
on me. I can't remain silent, sir."
planet, than for his Spatials to push a senseless asteroid into the enemy's atmosphere. The latter, to us,
There was a slight twitching of the lips
. seems utterly futile. Therefore, this is our answer
of the commandant.
. to the challenge. We both will abide by a decision
"Do you think it was pure accident, Van
gained by force of Spatial arms!
Reese, that made us assign you and your
We had alAN VAN REESE'S heart sank when he bunkmates to the Polestar?
heard of the bold answer'^'to the chal- ready traced Asteroid to its source. We
lenge. Mars had practically declared war. knew you had proposed the game."
"But I'm not responsible for these hor.She had taken that first challenge to be a
rible results!" said Jan. "There may be
confession of weakness. She had ho sense
of humor, it appeared, nor any competitive millions of men killed!"
spirit.
"If you are responsible. Van Reese," said
The commandant called all hands to- the commandant, "then it should not rest so
gether after Mars' challenge was received. heavily on your shoulders. For decades
For an hour, all activity at the Point "ceased, Mars has been a thorn, in our flesh. The
while he read to the assembled command Polestar hasn't been able to make a single
a message from the President. Then he flight without danger of being attacked. Our
other ships, wherever they patrolled or
gave all hands his view.
"We all felt, when this game of Asteroid traded, were constantly menaced by Martian
was proposed, that it would create so much pirates. We've stood it patiently for years,
interest that peoples of other planets would because we shrank from the responsibility
see in it a substitute for war. But it ap- of provoking a general Spatial War.
peals that Mars has taken it as a confession
"Now that Mars has antagonized other
of fear, and has boldly challenged us to planets as well as Earth it is probable that
combat. 1 think you all know what that the rest of the Solar System will stay out,
means—direct attack on us, if we disregard at least until it is seen how the tide of battle
the challenge. Any other answer to it, ex- goes. We should thank you. Van Reese.
cept acceptance, will be a further indication
You started something that was inevitable,
of weakness. Instead of promoting friend- and only awaiting an excuse anyway. Forliness, our challenge has provoked war.
tunately Earth did not provoke this war—
"The President, as you can tell from his' unless this latest 'expression of weakness'
communication which I have just read to of ours started it.
"It is quite possible. Van Reese, that when
you, does not see how war can be avoided.
I suppose that going to war over an exciting you proposed this game of yours—which,
by the way, suggests marvelous possibilities
game is as sensible as going to war for any
other reason. I had intended to find out —that you jumped the Van Reese name to
which of you first suggested this game. Un- the skies. However—" his eyes crinkled
fortunately the Martians have already be- in a subtle smile—"we won't tell your comrades that. We don't interfere with what
gun to swarm into space. ,They are coming
they do, within regulations, even Coventry.
so fast, they will catch us flat-footed. There
You still have your own destiny to work
is no' time for complete mobilization. Even
out."
plebes will have to be used to repel them.
' " I t is against all reason, all precedent.
Van Reese saluted, faced about, and went
But in wars of the past, men with even less
back to join his own contingent. He heard
background have mstinguished themselves.
some of the plebes talking in loud voices,
We have no choice, anyhow. We must iise
addressing each other, but clearly intended
every available man—at once. There is no
for his hearing.
time to be .lost. Listen for your assign"I'll bet White Feather begged for comments. Every commissioned Spatial will
mand of the Polestar, because his father,
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grand-father and great grand-father commanded it. Do you think the C O . gave it
to him?"
"Maybe. Anyway, he managed somehow
to get aboard her. A Van Reese seems able
to sneak in anywhere, no matter what kind
of heel he is."
Jan ground his teeth in impotent rage. He
glared at the nearest speaker, but said nothing. Sam Parker moved forward casually.
So did Cory and Cable.
For a moment, his other two roommates
masked the movements of Sam Parker.
There was a muffled gasp, the sound of
muscle thudding against flesh. Then the
little group broke apart, and the speaker
had a bloody nose.
"JVhite Feather doesn't even fight his own
battles!" one of the group sneered.

rowed from the pages of the remote past.
They were advancing in a vast semi-circle,
hurling at Earth more Spatials than had
ever been seen together at one tiine. In their
bullet-shaped noses gUttered the muzzles of
huge, guns. Many of those guns had been
filched by Martian spies from the secret
plans of the Nations of Earth.
Espionage, in this highljj advanced age,
had become intensively specialized. Through
the mechanical ability of their experts, to
assume the forms of Earthmen and women, the Martians had reduced the art of
spying to the science of espionage. They
penetrated all Earth positions, from the '
most important to the most trivial. More
than once, Martian Spatials had landed in
isolated places V>n Earth. After hiding their
ships, they passed their spies through the
mysterious Homo-transforming machines,
and sent them out as. soldiers of Earth, or
C H A P T E R IX
• as beautiful, seductive- women. Cleverly,
they defied detection by constantly changWar!
ing their methods, and in that way they
S H O R T while later, Van Reese had for- pried many important secrets from Earthgotten all about the remarks 'he had men.
been meant to overhear. Once more he was
aboard the Polestar. He was not her com- '^M^HOSE secrets were now being used
mander, this time, even by courtesy, but
H against Earth. As the Martian Spatials
just one of the crew. In actual war, only advanced for the attack, the commandant'
officers of experience took the posts.of au-' transmitted the information to the convoy
thority.
, of pursuits. He had taken command of the
Cadets were practically passengers, since Polestar.
"The enemy's weapons," he stated, "are
enlisted crews were considered more expert
than candidates for commission. Their po- our own weapons, turned against us. Theresitions were jilways held in abeyance until fore you should know their efficiency. Conthey proved themselves by graduating with duct yourselves accordingly. Those of us
who are destined to die must realize that
honors from the Point. '
The Polestar, prepared for battle, s^ed the fate of Earth rests on our shoulders
out into space, convoyed by her myriad when battle is joined."
He paused for a moment.
escort pursuit Spatials. Hundreds of Spatials
were in that convoy, covering the Polestar'
"Battle formation I" he snapped. "Attack!"
like a cloud around the Sun. Only destrucIt was the first time any of the plebes
tive rays from enemy Spatials could possibly had seen a space battle from the point of
reach her, and she was armored against all view of a participant.
the known rays.
The sky became a maelstrom as the vanWithin her broad base, the emergency guard of pursuits from Earth flung thementrances had been made ready for instant selves at the Spatials from Mars. The
service. Into those entrances damaged Spa- Earth Spatials were battleship gray, while
tials could plunge for^ repair, or out of the the Martian Spatials were a poisonous
green. There was no chance of mistaking
battle entirely. So large was the body of
the Polestar that she could house a tre- one's own ships for the enemy's. Even the
mendous number of the pursuit Spatials. She Martians did not risk disguising their Spahad,been designed to hold more damaged, tials with Earth's gray. Velocities were too
but salvageable, ships than had ever been enormous to ask the enemy's identity before
,
•
injured in any single space battle of the raying it.
, Both sides immediately brought all their
past.
The great armada, the most awe-inspiring weapons into play. The Martians swiftly
sight in the skies, broke through the Heavi- loosed their rays of dissolution. But they
side Layer. Instantly they found them- were not fast enough.
Ray detectors aboard the Earth Spatials
selves almost at grips with the enemy.
The Martians had traveled with incredible picked up the strange vibrations on the inspeed, and for an obvious purpose. They stant. Each Earth Spatial instantaneously
meant to join in battle as close to Earth as surrounded itself with a blanket of force
possible. If they won the space battle, the lines, through which the rays could not
attack could be continued right to the penetrate. .
Other Earth Spatials, eager to grapple at
•ground!
Jan, of course, understood the strategy close quarters^ with the enemy, used their •
immediately, but the other Earth soldiers Mantles of Invisibility. That secret, so far,
were not far behind.' When they realized was known only to the scientists of Earth.
what the Martians intended doing, he saw Unseen by the Martians, they slipped past
their-jaws bunch sternly. This battle would their own Spatials, darted invisibly among
actually mean the safety or destruction of the green Spatials of the enemy.
Jan Van Reese and the other plebes were
their homes.
The Martian forces appeared to have bor- able to watch it all on the visi-panel. The
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invisible Spatials still remained visible on
the screen because invisibility did not reinoye the ships' material substance. He
heard the students draw in their breaths
with excitement.
One Spatial slipped under the Martian armada's forefront. Its bow angled back and
forth for a moment, while dissolution rays
sprayed from a dozen ray muzzles. A sector of enemy Spatials were cut in two on
the instant.
Martians, squat, hairy, apelike men, came
bursting from the interior of the Spatials.
But they were visible only for a moment.
The pressure within their bodies exploded
outward against the lack of pressure in interplanetary space. Their bodies were torn
into fragments too small to be seen.
>Meanwhile the vast Polestar nosed poriderously into the thick of the battle. From
its enormous base came a stream of convoy
ships. One pursuit after another rendered
itself invisible and slipped through the attacking horde. They sprayed the Martians
with every destructive projectile known to
Terrestrial science.

i\

body had ever thought of thus controlling
the Spatials of an enemy. Yet those Spa- ,
tials were made of metaL They were not
too different in composition from asteroids.
"Nonsense, Van Reese," retorted the voice
of Commandant Hervey. "We can't sort out
our own Spatials. They'll become part of
the globe, every last one of them!"
"Why not?" cried Jan. "Let them! The
Martian Spatials will be out of action. It
won't matter if our own ships are also immobilized. But first release all torpedoes.
Send them far enough away so they will
be outside the completed globe. Then they
can streak back and destroy the green segments in the mosaic of the globe?'
He heard a gasp from Hervey, but no
spoken answer. . . .
The commandant's reply was instant action. Jan felt a quiver run through the
Polestar.
He shot a swift glance at the
visi-panel.

'TT'HE Polestar was spawning a flashing
-Lii cloud of two-man torpedoes. They catapulted from the vents in all directions. But
they did not attack the Martian, Spatials.
p-HILE dozens of Martian Spatials van- They had also heard the voice of Jan Van '
ished, exploded, or simply dissolved Reese. The torpedoes darted out into space
in space. Earth Spatials also suffered severe the moment they emerged.
damage.
Jan kept his eye on the .screen, but he
As the long moments passed, it became was not watching the little torpedoes. He
increasingly evident that neither side was was intent on the Polestar's thick metal
gaining any distinct advantage. Both ar- screen. Abruptly he relaxed,, breathing more
madas were losing |;reat numbers of Spa- easily.
tials, and each Spatial lost meant the anBright sparks leaped high aroimd the
nihilation of everybody aboard her.
Polestar.
He felt his hair trying to stand
The loss of life was frightful. But rein- away from his scalp. His skin tingled exforcements would soon be swarming from hilaratingly.
^
Earth and Mars. Then the slaughter would
He switched his attention to space. Earth
• become even more ghastly.
and Martian Spatials had converged on the
The faces of the men aboard the Polestar Polestar.
A quarter of a mile away, they
were white as sheets. Nobody had expected stopped dead. Slowly, then, they began to
the Martians to wreak such havoc among draw around the huge ship with awesome
the Earth Spatials. The Martians had never ponderousness.
before engaged in battle like this. They had
Gradually his view of space was shut off.
always preferred the swift, marauding attack Spatials rubbed battleship gray sides and
and quick escape rather than to open battle poisonous green hulls. As the pilots fought
for an instant decision.
desperately and vainly to escape this irre"Were the Martians right, after all?" Jan sistible force of attraction, they swung their
wondered uneasily. "Perhaps Earth has be- Spatials broadside to the Polestar.
. come so decadent that my game of Asteroid
Before any of the enemy thought of loosreally is an admission of weakness—"
ing all their destructive rays, a globe of
But that line of thought had to be aban- Earth and Martian Spatials was formed
doned. He 'couldn't dare to think that way tightly about the Polestar.
—nor was there time for thought ... .
The enormous ship had become the great,
The main body of Martian Spatials held, • shining heart of a new mass in the heavens'.
poised for a concerted attack on the Pole- The globe of ships moved slowly this way
star. They streaked in, risking everything and'that as it responded to the eternal pull
to capture or destroy the master ship.
of gravity from the planets.
'
Van Reese foimd, himself yelling into the
Through the tense silence of cornplete
nearest transmitter^ without realizing that helplessness came the calm voice of Comhe did so:
mandant Hervey.
'
"The magnetic rays! Gain control of those
"Destruction for one now means destrucMartian Spatials. Build them around us in tion for alL The Polestar's torpedoes can
a solid globe, holding them in place with destroy every ship which has been rendered
the magnetic rays. Then you can dictate helpless. We will not hesitate to destroy
terms!"
our own ships to save the Polestar. GentleOut of what deep well of racial memory men of Mars, it is stalemate—at least until
the - daring idea had come, Jan did not our reinforcements and yours arrive. After
know. His fellows turned and looked at a tremendous and unnecessary loss of life,
him aghast.
it will again be stalemate. I suggest that
In sham battles the Polestar has often all the senior officers meet in conference for
surrounded herself with a globe of asteroids, an hour, and then send a representative to
through which nothing could pass. But no- discuss terms with me."
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With the Pohstar plainly in command of soon proved the use they had discovered for
the entire situation, there was nothing the itMartians could do but follow his suggesThe worlds fell silent, attentive. All comtion. In less than an hour the reply' came. merce was halted.
The guttural voice of the Martian com"Just what do you propose. Commandant
mander informed Hervey that he was ready Hervey?" Rell asked stifHy.
to discuss terms, provided they were not
"Not disarmament, for we both have other
too drastic. If they were, the stalemate enemies," replied Earth's representative.
would not be disturbed until more Martian "But some sort of understanding is needed.
Spatials could arrive to break it up. The Perhaps through that understanding we may
Martians now held in the globe were willing stand together against common enemies.
to sacrifice their lives in destroying the Mars and Earth, as allies, can bring peace
stalemate, rather than submit to interplan- . and order to the Solar System."
etary degradation..
"Yes," Rell.said, grinning uncomfortably.
"Mars could do it alone—if it were not for
ERVEY ordered one of the torpedoes Earth!"
i,
\
back. A path was opened for it
It was the nearest any Martian had ever
through the globe. He maneuvered it come to a joke, the first hint that Martians
alongside the Spatial of the Martian com- had a vestigial sense of humor.
mander so their locks were in conjunction.
"Since you sent for me, the approach must
By the simple expedient of exchanging come from you," ReU added.
one of the torpedo men for the Martian
"We challenged you to a game of Astercommander, the transfer was easily effected. oid," Hervey smiled. "We repeat the chalThey traveled back through space to the lenge!"
nucleus of the strangest globe ever formed
"But why?" Rell asked in genuine bewilanywhere in the Universe.
ment. "What's the sense of it? What is
Countless other torpedoes outside men- accomplished by fighting over an asteroid?"
aced the whole mass, capable of destroying
"What is ever accomplished by war, exit at a single word of command. The trans- cept death to millions?"
port torpedo brought the Martian com"Decisions are always reached by war
mander to its own compartment in the hull which can't be reached in any other way."
of the Polestar. Then the apelike Martian
"That's where I disagree. Let us decide,
was, allowed to pass between stifHy erect hereafter, to arrive at decisions in a game
ranks of members of the Polestar'i crew. of skill. All of us can play. While we are
The Martian received every possible mili- getting the full benefit of battle practice, no
tary honor as Commandant Hervey escorted one runs the risk of being killed. Maybe
him to the bridge for discussion of terms. Asteroid does sound a, bit silly, but great
That discussion was. heard in every na- skill and strategic knowledge will be necestion of the Earth, on every planet, by in- sary to win. Just as much skill, in fact, will
terplanetary radio. But the rnost incred- be required to win a game of Asteroid as to
ulous listener was Jan Van Reese. He could win a battle.
not make hirnself realize that a simple sug"If we decide to abide by the decision in
gestion of his had brought about a confer- Asteroid, we can -have a great deal of fun
ence for peace. Not since Earth and Mars and excitement. We can be friends. Frankhad first made contact had the two planets ly, we will be able to get together oftener
been able to meet under such favorable con- • without having to guard ourselves with disditions. . . .
solution rays, rays of invisibility, magnetic
ray's, and the like. We'll provide entertainment—at an admission price that will be
CHAPTER X
decided on later—for the whole Solar System."
Peace
)ELL thought for a moment. AH the
worlds held their breath, waiting for
•pjiOR the first time^ the two worlds,
I T through their representatives, sat down the Martian representative to speak. His anat the conference table to settle their dif- swer would mean peace or war. . . .
ferences. No word of objection came from
"If I refuse?" he asked instead of replythe General President of Earth Nations, nor ingfrom the Warlord oi Mars. So it was taken
My torpedoes menace every green ship
for granted that any decision agreed upon in the
globe about the Polestar. Not one of
would be binding on both planets.
your Spatials will survive."
"Well, Commandant Hervey," said ComIt seems that you have me. Remember,
mandant Rell of Mars. "It doesn't seem thbugh-^Mars is still in the ascendant if I
that either of us has lost or won. Neither refuse to listen to you. We can still win
side can move one way or another without even if I see fit to sacrifice every man and
first reaching some agreement. That's what ship now in your control, while awaiting the
I'm here for."
arrival of reinforcements. But if it hadn't
Rell spoke English without, an accent. been for the war pride of Mars, I'd have
Learning the major Terrestrial language enjoyed accepting your challenge to play
was the one concession Martians had ever Asteroid.
made to Earth. Grudgingly they had ac"Now that the decision rests with me, I
cepted speech records for use in their want to use my first judgment. Let us call
schools. Before long, though, they seemed this battle a drawn battle, so no humiliation
eager to learn Earth's main language; and will attach to either side. Each armada is
the disappearance of Terrestrial secrets had to return to its owti base, with the under106
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standing that Mars is reconsideritig its answer to your original challenge."
"I am sure both our worlds will rejoice.
It is agreed then?"
Rell rose, grinned, stuck out h i s ' hairy
hand.
"It's agreed. Now, will you show me
through the Polestar, so I'll be able to tell
my people what we're going to play Asteroid for? Then we'll know how to appreciate
the sister ship of the best Spatial of Earth
when we've won it for the third consecutive
time."
Hervey nodded, smiling. "I'll show you
through, Commandant Rell, but don't get
the idea that it's going to Jbe easy to win.
As a matter of fact, I don't believe you'll
ever live to see Mars win it three times in
a row. We'll have the pick of Earth's Spatial pilots on our eleven."
For a moment Rell looked as though he
were about to explode into anger. But his
grin only broadened instead.
"And our eleven will be the pick of Martian Spatial pilots-^whom I, personally,
shall command. I do not see how we can
fail to possess the plans when the first series ends.
"No?" said Hervey. "That is only the
first leg, if you win. You must win not
three games, but three seasons in a row."
Rell shrugged. "No matter. Three games.
Three seasons. It is all one to Martians.
And it occurs to me, Hervey, that whoever
originated this Asteroid idea is a master
diplomat and an even greater strategist. He
made us think Earth had become weak, to
propose games instead of war. He trapped
us into this stalemate and agreement not to
fight. Who is he?"
L L Earth, airMars, every Spatial, heard
the quiet answer of Commandant Hervey.
"The game of Asteroid was adapted from
our ancient game of football, by the present
representative of a famous family—^Jan Van
Reese. In all probability he was born a
master strategist. Unfortunately, right now,
he is in the bad graces of his fellows. Coventry, we call it, because the last time the
Polestar was out, and we were attacked by
meteors—"
"I planned that attack," said Rell.^ "But
continue, please."
"Jan Van Reese was at the controls. He
grew frightened and retreated, leaving all
the pursuits of his convoy to be destroyed."
"And he retreated, you say? Dived out?"
"That's right."
In silence the crew of the Polestar
watched the visi-panels. Until then Rell and
Hervey had been making admirable progress. But the crew went white-faced. The
^ r t i a n commander had turned livid with
fury.
"Blast it!" shouted Rell. "I wish I had
known that before we reached an agreement! Our spies have failed in their duty."
"What do you mean?" Hervey asked in
alarm.

"I giiess it doesn't matter if I tell you,
now that we,are diplomatic friends. Our
scientists have invented a ray which picks
up the control element of enemy Spatials
and renders unconscious the man in control. It's not perfected as yet. When you
fainted, at the controls, every living person on the Polestar would have fainted at
the same time, and the ship would have
been helpless. As far as we could tell, this
new.ray had no effect whatever.
"If I had known that it did affect the person actually exercising control, then our scientists could have perfected it. Next time we
met, Hervey, our Spatials would have utterly destroyed yours. ' We would have done
so the last, time, if the Polestar had not
cut and run!"
'
There was a moment of intense silence.
Finally Rell laughed.
"However, perhaps all is not lost. We
can use the ray to make your players faint,
and we'll win every game! So, Hervey, in
three years, prepare to see the Polestar's
sister ship on Mars—where it will probably
remain until it falls apart. By the way,
how about the young fellow who thought
up the game of Asteroid? Why can't he
be assigned to the new ship when we've
built her? We can use a master strategist
when and if we have to go to war with
Pluto, Uranus, or Jupiter."
"Sorry, Rell," said Hervey. "By that time
Reese will have graduated from West Point.
He will already be in command of the Polestar, perhaps for all the years that Mars
fails to •vrin at Asteroid."
TT ISTENING incredulously, Jan Van
M.<i Reese felt a huge lump clog his throat.
A great hand smashed down on his back, almost breaking him apart. Sam Parker,
without a word, had merely expressed his
delight at the sudden turn of events.
Peter Cory stepped up to Jan.
He
grasped him by the aching shoulders, lifted
him off his feet. He held him ^ose—like
a great dog regarding a captive bird. Looking into Jan's face, he shook his head.
"Yeah, it's the same Van Reese, I guess.
From Coventry to the greatest name in the
Solar System, at one jump. Pretty good,
I'd say! Especially for a shrimp, a little
runt—"
"Suppose," said a strange voice, "we all
get a look at him."
Jan turned to look into unfamiliar faces.
Scores of cadets had crowded around. All
of them were grinning at him. But he saw
their grins only through a mist of' tears.
Things had happened too fast for him, too
unexpectedly.
The Polestar returned to her berth. All
West Point, all Earth-for that matter, was
talking of the forthcoming game with the
Mars eleven. Even then he found it hard
to realize that a man might rise from the
lowest depths to the very stars in a few
short months—if he never for a second lost
his courage.
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T was Kay Lowderdale who first
noted the cyclotron item in the
paper. She pointed it out at the
breakfast table, brushing her toast
aside.
•
"Dad! John!" she exclaimed. "Look
at this!"
Professor Lowderdale glanced at
the news article and then passed the
paper along to John Barbour, his
electrical assistant. Barbour read the
account aloud.

Like a soldier tlie man walJced into the yellow
column, unhesitatingly
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